We present an introduction to Bayesian inference as it is used in probabilistic models of cognitive development. Our goal is to provide an intuitive and accessible guide to the what, the how, and the why of the Bayesian approach: what sorts of problems and data the framework is most relevant for, and how and why it may be useful for developmentalists. We emphasize a qualitative understanding of Bayesian inference, but also include information about additional resources for those interested in the cognitive science applications, mathematical foundations, or machine learning details in more depth. In addition, we discuss some important interpretation issues that often arise when evaluating Bayesian models in cognitive science.
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Introduction
One of the central questions of cognitive development is how we learn so much from such apparently limited evidence. In learning about causal relations, reasoning about object categories or their properties, acquiring language, or constructing intuitive theories, children routinely draw inferences that go beyond the data they observe. Probabilistic models provide a general-purpose computational framework for exploring how a learner might make these inductive leaps, explaining them as forms of Bayesian inference.
This paper presents a tutorial overview of the Bayesian framework for studying cognitive development. Our goal is to provide an intuitive and accessible guide to the what, the how, and the why of the Bayesian approach: what sorts of problems and data the framework is most relevant for, and how and why it may be useful for developmentalists. We consider three general inductive problems that learners face, each grounded in specific developmental challenges:
1. Inductive generalization from examples, with a focus on learning the referents of words for object categories. 2. Acquiring inductive constraints, tuning and shaping prior knowledge from experience, with a focus on learning to learn categories. 3. Learning inductive frameworks, constructing or selecting appropriate hypothesis spaces for inductive generalization, with applications to acquiring intuitive theories of mind and inferring hierarchical phrase structure in language.
We also discuss several general issues as they bear on the use of Bayesian models: assumptions about optimality, biological plausibility, and what idealized models can tell us about actual human minds. The paper ends with an appendix containing a glossary and a collection of useful resources for those interested in learning more.
Bayesian basics: inductive generalization from examples
The most basic question the Bayesian framework addresses is how to update beliefs and make inferences in light of observed data. In the spirit of Marr's (1982) 
